Monday cup #25- Solution
Posted on:September,30,2019
Dueon:october,29,2019

Problem
Question: Irakli wants to build a rectangular enclosure for his herd. He Irakli has $900 to spend on
the fence and wants the largest size for his money. He plans to build the pen along the river on his
property, so he does not have to put a fence on that side. The side of the fence parallel to the
fence will cost $5 per foot to build, whereas the sides perpendicular to the river will cost $3 per
foot. What dimensions should

Solution:
Start by drawing a picture of the situation.

According to the problem, the farmer is attempting to maximize the size of the rectangular
plot. Therefore, the primary equation will be area: A = l ∙ w. However, to take the derivative
(maximizing the function), you need to eliminate a variable, either l or w; for that, you’ll need
a secondary equation.

You know he wants to spend $900. Furthermore, each foot of the 2 fences he’ll use for the
width of the yard will cost $3. Each foot of the fence parallel to the river will cost $5.

Solve the cost equation for one of its variables; I’ll solve for l.

Now plug this in for l in the primary area equation.

Now that you’ve got one variable, maximize by finding the derivative and setting it equal to 0.

To find the corresponding length of the optimized field, plug 75 in for winto the modified
secondary equation.

So the optimized field has a fence parallel to the river measuring 90 feet and two other fences
connecting it to the river that measure 75 feet each.
The video may take a few seconds to load. Having trouble Viewing Video content? Some
browsers do not support this version - Try a different browser.

There was no correct solution to problem 25
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